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Building a portfolio

1.Skills and knowledge
Students will receive an exam paper with a series
of questions. They will be asked to choose one
that they are most interested in and suits their
skills. Students have a 12 week preparatory period, where they should research relevant artists to
their project.

This term will be spent working on individual targets and catching up with work in portfolios ready
for marking and moderation. You should try and
attend all art lessons and art club.

1.Skills and knowledge
Brief: The local council has asked students
to design promotional material to advertise
a healthy food festival. Students will learn
about composition and layout in conjunction
with design. The brief specifies that
2. Media and materials
The focus for this project is exploration of 2D
materials. We will explore:
- Printing: Mono, carbon and relief
- Watercolour
- Acrylic paint
- Coloured pencils
- Photography

2.Media and materials
This will depend on their chosen project. It is recommended for students to experiment with at
least four materials. This is the minimum amount
to achieve a PASS.

3. Critical study
-Carolee Clark
Coloured pencil Study (fruit and veg with patterns)
- Amber Locke
-Dennis Wojtkiewicz
-Stephen Conroy

3. Critical Study
Artists must be individually sourced according to
the question. There will be some suggested in
the exam paper, it is recommended that you look
at those as well as researching others. Again it is
important to choose a minimum of 4 to achieve a
PASS.

4. Final Outcomes
Students should produce a poster, leaflet or a
piece of art work to promote a healthy food
festival. During the project students will be
asked to respond and explore the work of different artists

4. Final Outcome
This will be completed in an exam over two days.
This is nothing to worry about, but rather an enjoyable experience for students to create their
final outcome.

We will be preparing for our Art exhibition on
leavers day, which of course your all invited too!
Yipeeee!

